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Story

An exciting journey through the savannah

The savannah is beautiful and full of secrets. But the life of the animals there is also dangerous. Come with

us on a journey into the vast grasslands.

The life of cheetahs is dangerous. Shadow, a young and rare king cheetah with a special pattern in his fur,

knows this too. His mother has taught him and his siblings from an early age to always be on their guard:

cheetahs are incredibly fast, but not strong enough to defend themselves against enemies. But Schatten is

fed up with this constant caution. Together with his brother, he ventures out of the nature reserve - and ends

up in the territory of two mighty cheetahs ...

Exciting adventures, amazing wonders of nature and the thrilling lives of animals - this children's book

series takes girls and boys aged 8 and over into the different habitats of the earth. Whether in the ocean,

the dense forest or the savannah: in these stories, animals experience beautiful and moving adventures.

With touching and cool black and white illustrations. As educational as a non-fiction book and as

touching as a Disney classic! For fans of Peter Wohlleben and Karsten Brensing.
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More titles in this series

The Secret Life of Animals – Maru: The Journey

of the Elephants (Vol. 2, Savannah)

The Secret Life of Animals – Nuru and Lela:

Wonder of the Wild (Savannah, Vol. 1)
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